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FIG. 7012
Gruvlok Flange (2"–12")

APPLICATIONS WHICH REQUIRE A GRUVLOK® FLANGE ADAPTER INSERT:

1.   When mating to a wafer valve (lug valve), if the valve is rubber faced in 
the area designated by the sealing surface dimensions (A Max. to B Min.), 
place the Gruvlok Flange Adapter Insert between the valve and the 
Gruvlok Flange.

2. When mating to a rubber-faced metal flange, the Gruvlok Flange 
Adapter Insert is placed between the Gruvlok Flange and the rubber-
faced flange.

3. When mating to a serrated flange surface, a standard full-faced flange 
gasket is installed against the serrated flange face, and the Gruvlok 
Flange Adapter Insert is placed between the Gruvlok Flange and the 
standard flange gasket. 

4. When mating to valves or other component equipment where the 
flange face has an insert, use procedure described in note 3.

Check pipe end for proper grooved dimensions and to assure that the pipe end is free of indentations and projections that would prevent 
proper sealing of the Gruvlok flange gasket.

1 INSTALL HOUSINGS—On the side 
without the hinge pin, loosen the latch 

bolt nut to the end of the bolt thread. (It is 
not necessary to remove the nut from the 
latch bolt.) Swing the latch bolt out of the slot. 
Open the Gruvlok Flange and place around the 
grooved pipe end with the key section fitting 
into the groove. The flange gasket cavity must 
face the pipe end.

2 LATCH HOUSINGS—Place the latch 
bolt back into the slotted hole. Tighten the 

nut until there is a 1/16" gap between the flange 
halves at location “A”. (See Figure below)

3 CHECK & LUBRICATE GASKET—
Check the gasket to assure that it is 

properly suited for the intended service. 
Lubricate the entire exterior surface of the 
gasket, including the sealing lips, using the 
proper Gruvlok lubricant.

The Gruvlok Flange gasket must be inserted so that the sealing lips face 
toward the pipe end and the mating flange. The lip of the gasket, sealing 
on the pipe, should not extend beyond the pipe end. The pipe should 
extend out beyond the end of the sealing lip by approximately 1/8" on 
the 2"-6" sizes and 3/16" on the 8"-12" sizes.

WARNING

"A"

Latch Bolt

Gasket

Note: This side must
face the mating flange
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4 INSTALL GASKET—Stretch the 
Gruvlok gasket around the pipe end and 

then press the gasket into the cavity between 
the pipe O.D. and the flange. The gasket must 
be properly positioned as shown in the figure 
below.

5 LUBRICATE GASKET LIP—With 
the gasket in place apply lubricant to the 

exposed gasket tip, which will seal on the 
mating flange. Tighten the nuts on the latch 
bolts alternately to the specified latch bolt 
torque. The flange housings must be in firm 
metal-to-metal contact.

6 INSPECT MATING FLANGE—Verify 
that the mating flange face is hard, flat and 

smooth, free of indentations, which would 
prevent proper sealing of the Gruvlok Flange 
gasket. Assure the gasket is still in the proper 
position and align Gruvlok Flange bolt holes 
with the mating flange, pump, tank, etc., bolt 
holes.

FIG. 7012
Gruvlok Flange (2"–12")

7 INSTALL BOLTING—Insert a flange bolt or stud with 
material properties of SAE J429 Grade 5 or higher through the 

bolt holes and thread a nut on hand tight. Continue this procedure 
until all bolt holes have been fitted. Tighten the nuts alternately 
and evenly so the flange faces remain parallel. All the bolts or studs 
must be torqued to the mating flange bolts specified torque. The 
flange faces should have metal-to-metal contact.

It is important to line up the bolt
holes before bringing the two flanges
together. Sliding the flanges into place 

will dislodge the gasket and cause leakage to occur. When using 
a flange insert, it is important that the insert is properly aligned 
with the gasket prior to tightening the bolts.

WARNING

NOTE: The Gruvlok Fig. 7012 Flange requires the use of a Flange Adapter Insert when used against 
rubber surfaces (Figure C1), serrated flange surfaces or mating flanges with inserts (Figure C2). The
Flange Adapter Insert will be exposed to the fluids in the system. Ensure that the Insert is compatible 
with the fluids in the systems and with adjacent piping components.

Do not use a steel Flange Adapter Insert in copper 
systems or in systems where galvanic corrosion is 
possible.

WARNING

CAUTION: Proper torquing of flange bolts is required to obtain specified performance. Over 
torquing the bolts may result in damage to the bolt and/or casting which could result in pipe 
joint separation. Under torquing the bolts may result in lower pressure retention capabilities, 
lower bend load capabilities, joint leakage and pipe joint separation. Pipe joint separation
may result in significant property damage and serious injury.

FIG. C1 FIG. C2
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FIG. 7012
Gruvlok Flange (14"–24")

Gruvlok® Flanges of 14" size and larger are cast in four segments to ease handling during assembly. Figure 7012 
Gruvlok Flanges should not be used with tie rods nor in a configuration with a wafer valve between two 7012 flanges.

1INSTALL HOUSING—Place each 
Gruvlok Flange segment around the grooved 

pipe with the key section fitting into the groove 
and the flange gasket cavity facing the pipe end. 
Loosely assemble the segments using the four 
segment-bolts-and nuts. Alternately and equally 
tighten the latch bolts and nuts to the specified 
latch bolt torque. Bring the four flange segments 
into full, firm metal-to-metal contact. 

NOTE: An alternative method of assembly is 
to loosely preassemble two segments into two 
equal halves of the flange leaving a small gap 
(approximately 1/8") between the two segments 
of each flange-half. Place the flange halves 
around the pipe and complete the assembly as 
described in Step 1, above.

2INSTALL GASKET—Check the gasket 
grade to verify that it is properly suited 

for the intended service. Lubricate the entire 
surface of the gasket and the flange cavity using 
the appropriate Gruvlok Lubricant. Place the 
Gruvlok Flange Gasket around the pipe end by 
pressing the gasket into the cavity between the 
pipe O.D. and flange recess. Move around the 
gasket in both directions until the gasket is fully 
seated in the flange gasket cavity.

3GASKET POSITION—The correct 
position and relationship of the 

components of the Gruvlok Flange assembly is 
shown in the Figure above. The wide gasket lip 
must seal on the pipe surface diameter and the 
narrow gasket lip must face the mating flange. 
Be careful that foreign particles do not adhere 
to lubricated surfaces.

NOTE: Design of the Gruvlok Flange provides 
sealing only with the special Gruvlok Flange 
gasket. Only Gruvlok Flange gaskets may be 
used with Fig. 7012 flanges.

4INSPECT &         
MATE FLANGE 

Align the Gruvlok 
Flange bolt holes with 
mating flange bolt 
holes. Insert a flange 
bolt or stud with 
material properties of 
SAE J429 Grade 5 or 
higher through the bolt 
holes and thread a nut 
on hand tight. Insert the 

next bolt or stub opposite the first and again thread the nut on hand tight. 
Continue this procedure until all bolt holes have been fitted. Insertion of 
the flange bolts prior to contact of the flanges will help in the alignment of 
the flanges. Pull the two flanges into contact using care to assure that the 
gasket remains fully seated within the gasket cavity during assembly.

NOTE: Take care to assure that the gasket lip is not bent backwards and 
pinched between the two flanges.

5INSTALL 
BOLTING

Tighten the nuts evenly 
to the specified mating 
face bolt torque so that 
the flange faces remain 
parallel and make firm 
even contact around 
the entire flange.

CAUTION: Proper torquing of flange bolts is required to obtain specified performance. 
Over torquing the bolts may result in damage to the bolt and/or casting which could 
result in pipe joint separation. Under torquing the bolts may result in lower pressure 
retention capabilities, lower bend load capabilities, joint leakage and pipe joint separation. 
Pipe joint separation may result in significant property damage and serious injury.

CAUTION:
GASKET 
MUST BE 
FULLY 
SEATED 
AGAINST 
THESE 
THREE 
SURFACES 

14" – 24" FIG. 7012
GRUVLOK FLANGE

GASKET

PROPER POSITION OF
GASKET SEALING LIPS

PIPE SURFACE DIAMETER


